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Beam deflection due to axial channeling in a silicon crystal bent along the h111i axis was observed with

400 GeV=c protons at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron. The condition for doughnut scattering of

protons by the atomic strings of the crystal was attained. Such a condition allowed one to observe a beam

deflection of 50 #rad with about 30% efficiency. The contribution of hyperchanneled states of protons to

the observed beam deflection was less than 2% according to simulation results.
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Planar channeling consists of transverse confinement of

a charged particle motion between two crystallographic

planes [1]. For a bent crystal, channeled particles follow

the shape of deformed atomic planes and are deflected.

Deflection of high-energy positively charged particles due

to planar channeling in a bent crystal is a well-known

effect, whose potential has been widely exploited for

beam steering in high-energy accelerators [2–6].

As a particle traverses the crystal with a small angle c 0

to one of the main crystallographic axes, the regime of

axial channeling (AC) is realized [1]. In this case the

particle motion is governed by the potential of the lattice

of atomic strings averaged along the axis [1]. The angular

acceptance of AC demands the alignment of the particle

trajectory with a string c 0 $ c 1, where c 1 is the critical

angle for axial channeling.

Two types of states, ‘‘hyperchanneling’’ and ‘‘doughnut

scattering,’’ are realized for particles under axial channel-

ing. The first one is the confinement of particles bounded

up with a single axial channel. However, the potential

barrier separating the axial channels formed by neighbor-

ing atomic strings is rather low; thus, only a small fraction

of the particles can be captured into hyperchanneling states

even for perfect alignment of the crystal axis with the

beam. For silicon crystal, such a potential barrier is about

6 eV for the h110i direction and only 1 eV for the h111i

direction. Particles with a transverse energy higher than the

potential barrier wander in the lattice of atomic strings

changing the transverse momentum direction in collisions

with the strings. For particles with an angle smaller than

c 1, a uniform distribution of the transverse momentum

directions is reached after traversing a distance $ (equal-

ization length) [1]. The process of scattering by atomic

strings that leads to such a distribution is called doughnut

scattering. For incident angles larger than c 1, multiple

scattering of particles by atomic strings leads to a partial

equalization of the transverse momentum directions result-

ing in an asymmetric angular distribution of particles (in

the form of an arc around the axis direction).

Indeed, AC in a bent crystal would represent an alter-

native to planar channeling for particle steering. The de-

flection of positively charged particles axially channeled in

a bent crystal was first shown in Ref. [7] by simulation

using a binary-collision model. The observed wide spec-

trum of deflection angles from zero to the full bending

angle of the crystal % was caused by channeled particles

wandering among bent axial channels.

With some limitations on the crystal bending, doughnut

scattering does not significantly smear out the trajectories

transversely; i.e., the ensemble of the channeled particles

proceeds along the bent axes and undergoes deflection by

the crystal bending angle. Thus, deflection of axially chan-
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neled particles is possible not only due to the bound states

of hyperchanneling but also due to the unbound states of

doughnut scattering regime. Indeed, the mechanism of

doughnut scattering would allow one to steer a consider-

able part of the beam.

The condition for particle deflection in a bent crystal due

to doughnut scattering was first formulated in Ref. [8].

Pioneering experiments [8,9] actually did not observe the

beam deflection due to AC. Such experiments mainly

highlighted a strong feed-in of particles into skew planar

channels stretched to the side opposite to that of bending. A

small beam fraction deflected up to the full crystal bending

angle in the experiment described in Ref. [9] was later

interpreted by simulation as partly generated by hyper-

channeled particles [10].

Indeed, a sufficient condition for deflection of particles

through doughnut scattering in AC was formulated in

Ref. [11] and here reported:

k ¼ k1k2 < 1; with k1 ¼
$

Rc 1

and k2 ¼
L

Rc 1

;

c 1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Z1Z2e
2

pvd

s

; $ðc 1Þ ¼
4

02Ndac 1

; (1)

where R and L are the radius of curvature and length of the

crystal, respectively, Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of

the incident particle and the crystal atom, respectively, p
and v are the momentum and velocity, respectively, of the

particle, d is the interatomic spacing in the string, N is the

atomic density in the crystal, and a is the screening length

for the particle-atom potential (a ¼ 0:194 -A for Si).

Equation (1) expresses not only a limitation to the bending

of the crystal along the equalization length k1 < 1 but also

limits the full bending angle of the crystal (% ¼ L=R).
The experiment in Ref. [8] was performed with silicon

crystals bent along the h111i axes through a three-point

bender, interacting with 12 GeV=c secondary particles

(protons and 0þ) from the CERN Proton Synchrotron. In

these conditions c 1 ¼ 0:12 mrad and $ ¼ 7:42 #m. For

the case analyzed in Ref. [8], the crystal length of 2 cm and

the bend angle of 20 mrad, the length of the crystal bent

part should be about 1.5 cm, which gives the average bend

radius R ¼ 0:75 m and the value of k ¼ 13:8. Thus, the
condition (1) was not satisfied. Really, for small angles of

particle orientations with the h111i axis (see the first part of
Fig. 9 in [8]), there are no particles, which were deflected

by the bend angle. The angular distribution is like the

‘‘swallow tail,’’ which begins from the incident beam

direction and is directed to the bend side. The distribution

was generated by particles, which were captured into the

skew (110) planes at the crystal entrance and then were

dechanneled.

A silicon crystal bent along the h110i axes was used in

the experiment [9] with a beam of 450 GeV=c protons. The
channeling parameters were c 1 ¼ 21:6 #rad and $ ¼

50:3 #m. The part of the crystal that was bent was 3 cm

and the bending angle 3.1 mrad—the average bend radius

R ¼ 9:7 m and the parameter k ¼ 34:6. The condition (1)

for the deflection of protons due to doughnut scattering was

not fulfilled here, too.

This work presents the experimental results obtained at

the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron about the deflection

of 400 GeV=c protons mainly due to doughnut scattering

along the h111i axes of a bent silicon crystal.

A 70) 2) 0:5 mm3 silicon strip with the largest faces

parallel to the (110) crystallographic planes and with its

side faces cut parallel to the (111) planes was designed for

the purpose [12]. The crystal was placed in a vertical

position in such a way that the proton beam entered the

crystal through its side face nearly parallel to the large

faces (see Fig. 1). Thus, the h111i axis direction, which is

normal to the side crystal faces, became nearly aligned

with the beam direction. The crystal was mechanically

bent (primary bending) at the edges of the strip by a holder,

which imparted the crystal a secondary bending (called

anticlastic). The anticlastic curvature produced by the

bending device along the crystal width was used for

beam deflection in the horizontal plane. The usage of

anticlastic deformation allows one to design relatively

short bent crystals [5], and the favorable connection be-

tween primary and secondary curvatures (of the order of

Poisson’s coefficient) permits one to achieve easily very

small angles of the crystal bend. Such crystals are being

studied for the LHC collimation system as a primary

collimator to throw the beam halo particles onto the ab-

sorber far from its edge due to the efficient deflection of

particles at planar channeling or volume reflection in a bent

crystal.

The bending angle was % ¼ 50 #rad and the corre-

sponding bending radius R ¼ 40 m. The critical angle

for AC of 400 GeV=c protons along the h111i direction
is c 1 ¼ 20:7 #rad (i.e., about twice the critical angle for

planar channeling), the equalization length $ ¼ 43 #m,

and k ¼ 0:126. Thus, contrary to the previous experiments

[8,9], the condition (1) was satisfied in our case due to

using a short bent crystal. This gave us the possibility to

observe the deflection of particles due to doughnut scatter-

ing in a bent crystal.

The experimental setup was improved with respect to

the one described in Ref. [13]. The deflection angles of the

protons due to interaction with the crystal were measured

to be silicon microstrip detectors with very good angular

resolution (3 #rad). The goniometer was upgraded with an

additional rotational (cradle) stage, which allowed the

orientation of the crystal with respect to a horizontal

axis. The cradle stage has *6:3+ total range, 0:25 #rad

resolution, about 1 #rad repeatability, and 2 #rad accu-

racy. The angular divergence of the primary beam along

the horizontal and vertical planes were measured as 4x ¼
ð9:27* 0:06Þ #rad and 4y ¼ ð5:24* 0:03Þ #rad (rms

values), respectively.
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After the installation, an angular scan of the crystal

around the vertical axis (7v) was done to orient the (110)

planes parallel to the beam direction. Then angular scans

were performed at different cradle angles (7h) to reach the

best possible alignment of the h111i axis with the beam,

according to the procedure described in Ref. [14].

Figure 2 shows the beam intensity distributions as a

function of the particle deflection in the horizontal (7x)

and vertical directions (7y) due to the interaction with the

crystal at three different values of 7v. When the beam

direction is far from the axial direction, the beam is unde-

flected, resulting in a spot, not shown in the figure, centered

in ð7x;7yÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ with standard deviations close to the

beam divergence quoted above. As 7v approached the

alignment condition, the distribution in Fig. 2(a) was ob-

served. A large fraction of the particles was still unde-

flected, though part of the beam was deflected due to

scattering by atomic strings and feeding into skew planar

channels. The bottom spot is more intense than the top one

because of a nonperfect alignment of the crystal with

respect to the beam in the direction of 7h.
By increasing 7v, the distribution is further modified as

shown in Fig. 2(b). Here only a small fraction of the beam

remained undeflected. Axial channeling along the h111i
axis occurred and deflected the beam by the crystal bend-

ing angle, which was about 50 #rad. A fraction of the

initial axially channeled particles leaked into skew planar

channels because the h111i axis is the intersection of

several planes. Scattering with h111i atomic strings may

accidentally direct a particle parallel to one of the skew

planes; then the crystal bending strengthens the stability of

this planar motion. Deflection of particles due to channel-

ing by the strongest (110) skew channels was clearly

observed as two tails departing from the axial spot.

The best alignment condition is shown in Fig. 2(c). The

undeflected part of the beam has completely disappeared,

and the spot corresponding to axial channeling is the most

populated by beam particles. A ‘‘swallow-tail’’ profile was

FIG. 2 (color online). Beam intensity

distribution as a function of the horizon-

tal and vertical deflections at some ori-

entation angles (7v) of the h111i axis

with respect to the incident beam direc-

tion: (a) 7v ¼ #40 #rad, (b) 7v ¼
#15 #rad, and (c) 7v ¼ 0 #rad. The

beam particles shown in the figure are

only those hitting the entry face of the

crystal and satisfying the condition

ð42
x þ 42

yÞ< ð5 #radÞ2, where 4x and

4y are the horizontal and vertical values,

respectively, of the single particle diver-

gence at the crystal position. (d) Simu-

lation of experimental conditions in case

of perfect alignment of the h111i axis

with the beam direction, for comparison

with the experimental case (c).

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic picture of a silicon crystal

bent by anticlastic deformation along the h111i axis. (b) Cross-
sectional view of the crystal. Dimensions are expressed in

millimeters. 7v and 7h are the orientation angles of the h111i
axis relative to the proton beam direction.
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clearly observed, formed by deflection of particles due to

axial channeling (rightmost spot) and channeling in skew

planar channels (two symmetric spots on the left), as

predicted by simulation [10]. In contrast to planar chan-

nelling, there is no beam near the incident beam direction

in the distribution.

Figure 2(d) shows the angular distribution for

400 GeV=c protons deflected at a perfect alignment with

the h111i axis of a bent silicon crystal simulated for the

same conditions of the experiment. The model of atomic-

string lattice [15] with the atomic potential and electron

density obtained in the Doyle-Turner approximation for the

atomic scattering factors was used for simulation. The

simulation results allowed one to estimate the contribution

of hyperchanneled particles to the distribution peak near

the full bending angle. This contribution is smaller than 2%

even for a perfect alignment of the crystal axis with the

beam.

The horizontal projection of the experimental distribu-

tion for almost perfect axial alignment [Fig. 2(c)] is shown

in curve 2 of Fig. 3 as compared to the unperturbed

condition (curve 1). Deflection efficiency due to AC can

be conservatively estimated through the fraction of parti-

cles whose horizontal deflection angles exceed 40 #rad.

The particles with smaller deflection angles were dechan-

neled or captured by the skew channels with high proba-

bility. Deflection efficiency for AC was about 30%; i.e.,

beam deflection through doughnut scattering allowed us to

significantly enhance the number of deflected particles.

In summary, deflection of high-energy protons via axial

channeling in a bent crystal, mainly driven by the mecha-

nism of doughnut scattering, was clearly observed.

Hyperchanneling provides only a small contribution

,1% to the deflection efficiency. Summing up the contri-

bution of doughnut scattering and of planar channeling in

skew planes (which is a by-product of AC), it comes out

that about 90% of the particles are deflected by the crystal

(see Fig. 2). Therefore, a short bent crystal in AC mode can

be considered for using in the collider beam collimation

system as a primary collimator, in addition to planar chan-

neling and volume reflection modes of the crystals, since

most of the particles interacting with the crystal are de-

flected with sufficiently large angles to be directed deep

onto the secondary collimator.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Projection on the horizontal plane of the

unperturbed beam profile (curve 1) and of the distribution shown

in Fig. 2(c) (curve 2). Each distribution is normalized to unity.

The figure highlights that most of the particles in the incoming

beam were shifted apart by significant angles through interaction

with the crystal.
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